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ABSTRACT
Background. Source code analysis techniques usually rely on metricbased assessment. However, most of these techniques have low
accuracy. One possible reason is because metric thresholds are
extracted from classes driven by distinct design decisions. Previous
studies have already shown that classes implemented according
to some coarse-grained design decisions, such as programming
languages, have different distribution of metric values. Therefore,
these design decisions should be taken into account when using
benchmarks for metric-based source code analysis. Goal. Our goal
is to investigate whether other fine-grained design decisions also
influence over distribution of software metrics. Method. We conduct
an empirical study to evaluate the distributions of four metrics
applied over fifteen real-world systems based on three different
domains. Initially, we evaluated the influence of the class design
role on the distributions of measures. For this purpose, we have
defined an automatic approach to identify the design role played by
each class. Then, we looked for other fine-grained design decisions
that could have influenced the measures. Results. Our findings show
that distribution of metrics are sensitive to the following design
decisions: (i) design role of the class (ii) used libraries, (iii) coding
style, (iv) exception handling, and (v) logging and debugging code
mechanisms. Conclusion. The distribution of software metrics are
sensitive to fine-grained design decisions and we should consider
taking them into account when building benchmarks for metricbased source code analysis.
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• General and reference → Metrics; • Software and its engineering → Software creation and management;
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1

INTRODUCTION

Software engineers sometimes have to carry out software maintenance activities to improve software design or to enhance program
comprehension. To support these activities, there are source code
analysis techniques that usually rely on metric-based assessment.
For instance, techniques for identifying code smells [20] rely on
metric-based detection strategies [7, 8, 33, 37]. A detection strategy
uses logical operators to combine metrics and theirs respective thresholds to identify source code elements (usually classes or methods)
with structural characteristics that correspond to a certain code
smell [33]. A number of tools (e.g. PMD1 , Checkstyle2 , SonarQube3
and NDepend4 ) support metric-based analysis of source code. However, the accuracy of metric-based assessment is heavily influenced
by the calibration of thresholds for the used metrics [44].
Most of the existing metric-based assessment techniques are
based on generic thresholds. We have a generic threshold for a
given metric when we use the same single value for classifying
into categories (such as low or high) every class (or every method)
of one or more systems. For instance, Lanza and Marinescu [30]
classify as long any method that has more than 20 lines of code
(LOC) in Java systems. In this case, 20 is used as a generic threshold
for LOC.
Different approaches for calculating generic thresholds have
been proposed [2, 6, 19, 30, 48]. These approaches calculate thresholds based on the distribution of metrics obtained from measurement data over sets of software systems as benchmarks. However,
recent studies have shown that the distribution of metrics can vary
according to some design decisions made over classes or the whole
system [3, 23, 53]. Thus, a generic threshold may not make sense
for the entire set of classes in a system [31]. Zhang et al. [53], for
instance, show that application domain and programming language
are some of the design decisions that influence on the distribution
of metric values. Aniche et al. [3] show that metric distributions are
1 http://pmd.sourceforge.net
2 http://checkstyle.sourceforge.net/
3 https://www.sonarqube.org/
4 http://www.ndepend.com/
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different for sets of classes playing different architectural roles. For
instance, in an MVC-based system, a generic threshold value might
be too low for classes playing the View architectural role or too high
for classes playing the Controller role. This might, for instance, lead
to false code smell alarms or hide potential code smells. Both situations may hinder maintenance activities and developers’ perception
about the quality of the source code [26, 27, 39, 46, 51].
We hypothesize, however, that the design decisions studied so
far are too coarse-grained to explain the differences in the metrics
distribution. For instance, classes implemented with same programming language (e.g. Java) and playing the same architectural
role (e.g. Repository) in different systems may use distinct persistence libraries (e.g. JDBC or JPA for the Java platform). Thus, the
source code of classes playing the same architectural role and using
the same programming language in different systems may have
different distribution of metrics. Moreover, several classes are not
bound to any reference architecture (e.g. Spring MVC, Android).
For instance, in MVC-based systems, there are many classes that do
not assume the roles defined by this architectural pattern (e.g. Controller or View). Therefore, guiding the source code analysis based
only on architectural roles might not cover a reasonable number of
classes.
In this paper, we carried out a study to investigate whether finegrained design decisions affect metrics distributions and, therefore,
should be taken into account when building benchmarks for metricbased analysis of source code. We analyze the source code of fifteen
real-world open-source systems from three distinct domains (Eclipse
plugins, Android Applications and Web-based Systems). Over the
selected systems, we compute four metrics commonly used to assess
method maintainability and then we evaluate the effect of design
decisions on their distributions. We analyze the distributions over
class methods grouped according to what we call as design roles.
Design roles include architectural roles, but also include classes
whose responsibility is application-specific and not bound to any
particular reference architecture. For instance, buffering is a design
role for classes responsible for buffering data of a song before playing it in music player applications.
Our investigation has three main perspectives. First, we investigate whether metric distributions vary between different design
roles of the same system. Second, we compare the metrics distributions of classes from different systems but having the same design
role. Our goal here is to verify whether other design decisions,
besides the design role, also affect metrics distributions. Finally,
we compare metric distributions of classes from the same design
role but over different stable releases of the same system. Since
releases of the same system tend to comprise the same design decisions, our hypothesis here is that the distributions would not vary
significantly. We summarize our findings as follows:
• We found that different design roles from the same system drive different metrics distributions. These findings extend the results obtained by Aniche et al., which considers
only architectural roles. Using the design role concept (our
approach) increases the number of classes that could be covered and assessed, for instance, by different thresholds.
• We then investigated whether the distribution of metric
values of the same design role were similar across different
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systems of the same domain. If this occurs, we should consider building benchmarks with different systems that have
similar sets of design roles. However, we found that the same
design role (e.g. Persistence) can drive different distributions
of software measures in different systems. Then, we conducted a manual and deep source code analysis to identify
what design decisions made such distributions different.
• Finally, we investigated if the distribution of metric values
of the same design role were similar across different releases of a system. If this occurs, we should consider building
benchmarks with previous releases that underwent quality
review. The results we obtained show that in most of the
cases the same design role in a system did not vary significantly throughout different releases.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents a motivating example. Section III presents our approach
to automatically identify and assign design roles to classes. Section
IV describes the settings of our empirical study to identify the
impact of design decisions on the distribution of metrics. Section
V presents the results of the study. Section VI discusses threats to
validity. Section VII discusses related work. Finally, Section VIII
presents conclusions and discusses implications of our research.

2

MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

The first goal of this motivating example is to illustrate that classes
playing the same design role, but in distinct systems, may have
different metric distributions. This example involves two open
source MVC-based web applications: LibrePlan5 and WebBudget6 .
LibrePlan is a project management, monitoring, and controlling tool,
whereas WebBudget is a personal financial management tool. We
downloaded the source code of both system from Github: WebBudget
on October 20th 2016 and LibrePlan on November 9th 2016.
Firstly, we computed the Lines of Code per Method (LOC/Method)
metric for methods of classes playing the Persistence design role in
both systems. We manually identified those classes. Both systems
use the Repository design pattern [1] and the Hibernate framework
[10] for implementing persistence. We observed that all Persistence
classes: (i) have the @Repository annotation or (ii) extend classes
or implement interfaces with the “Repository”, “DAO” or “Store”
tokens in their names.
Afterwards, we applied the Mann-Whitney U statistical test with
5% confident level and Bonferroni correction [32] to compare the
distribution of LOC/Method metric from WebBudget and LibrePlan
samples. The test result showed differences between the two samples. We then conducted a manual analysis on both samples and
noticed that methods from WebBudget use at least 50% more lines
of code than similar methods in LibrePlan system.
Listing 1: Query Example in Libreplan system.
1 public
2

List < MaterialAssignment > getByMaterial ( Material material ) {
return ( List < MaterialAssignment >) getSession () .
createCriteria ( MaterialAssignment . class ).
add ( Restrictions . eq (" materialInfo . material " ,
material )). list () ;

3}
5 https://github.com/LibrePlan/libreplan
6 https://github.com/arthurgregorio/web-budget
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However, why does this happen if they use the same framework
(Hibernate) and design pattern (Repository)? We manually analyzed
their source code and found another design decision responsible
for that difference: coding style. To illustrate that, on the one hand,
we show on Listing 1 a method extracted from LibrePlan with
a single-line statement to query a database and return a list of
objects. On the other hand, Listing 2, extracted from WebBudget,
shows a similar query, but using five lines of code. One may argue
about the quality of both source code fragments, but both coding
styles are quite common in applications that use the Hibernate
framework and thus represent a design decision usually obeyed
by other classes on the same system [52]. In summary, this is an
example that different choices related to a single design decision
(coding style) may contribute to different metric distributions of
the same design role across different systems.
Listing 2: Query Example in WebBudget system.
1 public
2
3
4
5
6
7}

List < Movement > listByCardInvoice ( CardInvoice cardInvoice ) {
final Criteria criteria = this . getSession () .
createCriteria ( this . getPersistentClass () );
criteria . createAlias (" cardInvoice " , " ci ");
criteria . add ( Restrictions . eq (" ci . id " ,
cardInvoice . getId () ));
criteria . addOrder ( Order . desc (" inclusion "));
return criteria . list () ;

This motivating example also aims to illustrate that only considering architectural or design roles bound to reference architectures,
as Aniche et al. [4] do, may leave most of the classes of a system
out of metric distribution analysis. For instance, we identified that
83.3% of LibrePlan classes and 79,8% of WebBudget classes do not
play any of the MVC architectural roles (e.g. Model, View, or Controller). They are classes designed to solve specific problems of
each system specific context. For instance, Libreplan has a set of 40
classes with the design role of providing additional functionalities
to HTML components. All these classes extend the HtmlMacroComponent abstract class. This group of classes may have specific
design characteristics and, as a consequence, their metric distributions would be different from other system classes. Therefore,
it may be important to consider this design role when grouping
classes to analyze metric distribution.

3

HEURISTIC FOR IDENTIFYING DESIGN
ROLES

Our main hypothesis is that design role is an important design decision that may impact on the distribution of metric values. Therefore,
our empirical study (Section 4) takes into account the design role
of every class of the analyzed systems. Many different role concepts have been proposed and discussed from different viewpoints
[18, 40, 49, 54]. We consider the concept Wirfs-Brock et al. defined
for software component design [50]. According to them, design
role is a set of related responsibilities assumed by an object to fit
into a community, such as, a framework or an enterprise architecture. We decided to use this concept because a large number of
modern object-oriented systems are developed based on reference
architectures [9]. In such systems, design roles are assigned to one
or more classes through inheritance, interface implementation, or
class annotations. In this context, we defined a heuristic to automatically identify the main design role played by each class. Our
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Table 1: Keywords and Proposed Predefined Design Roles
Keywords
DTO, Entity
DAO, Repository, Storage
Activity
Controller

Standardized Design Role
ENTITY
PERSISTENCE
ACTIVITY
CONTROLLER

heuristic uses a customizable token-based method which considers
the syntactic structures of the class. In Section 6, we discuss possible
threats to validity to our decision of assign only a single design role
to each class.
The automatic identification of the design role a class plays is
not a trivial task for the following reasons:
a) the same design role, even in the same system, can be assigned to a class by different mechanisms. For instance, in
Spring MVC-based systems, a class playing the Controller
design role can get the @Controller annotation or extend
the AbstractController class.
b) the same design role can be assigned to a class by means
of different levels of inheritance in the same hierarchy of
classes. For instance, in Android applications, a class that
extends the Activity superclass plays the Activity design role.
Consider that the name of this class is PreferenceActivity. In
addition, classes that extend the class PreferenceActivity also
play the Activity design role.
c) the same design role may follow different naming patterns,
usually related to used design patterns or frameworks. For
instance, Repository and DAO (Data Access Object) are two
common design patterns used to implement the Persistence
design role. Superclasses or interfaces defining this design
role usually have the keywords “DAO” or “Repository” in
their names.
Based on these assumptions, we propose a keyword-based heuristic to assign design roles to classes with six steps.
Step 1: Preparing the table of keywords and corresponding predefined design roles. The heuristic receives as input
a table that associates keywords with corresponding design roles.
We call the design roles in this table as predefined design roles. Predefined design roles are design roles that, based on our previous
knowledge of the domain, we know they are presented in a system and also we know keywords related to them. Table 1 shows
examples of keywords and their corresponding design roles. For
instance, classes implementing interfaces that contain keywords
such as “Repository”, “DAO” or “Storage” in their names usually play
the Persistence design role. Based on the analysis of the three studied domains and our previous experience as developers of systems
based on them, we built a table which is available on our website 7 .
This table can be reused as it is or refined before starting the next
steps, which are, in fact, the automatic ones. It is important to note
in next steps that the predefined design roles are not the only ones
assigned to classes. The heuristic discovers other non-predefined
design roles during the process.
7 https://sites.google.com/site/designdecisions2018/
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Step 2: Assigning design roles by means of annotations.
Some architectures use class annotations to define the design role a
class plays. For example, in MVC-based systems, developers use the
@Service annotation to define that a class implements the Service
design role. However, class annotations can be placed with other
goals. For instance, the @deprecated annotation is used to indicate
a deprecated class. For this reason, our heuristic considers class
annotation to assign a design role to a class only if the annotation
is included in the set of keywords defined in Step 1.
Step 3: Assigning design roles by means of inheritance:
This step only applies for classes without a design role assigned to
them in the previous step. It assigns to a class the design role associated to the name of the superclass at the top of the inheritance tree
where that class is. This step considers two possibilities. The first
possibility holds if the name of the superclass contains a keyword
that matches with a keyword in the table defined in Step 1. In this
case, the heuristic selects the corresponding predefined design role
to assign to all subclasses. For instance, suppose a superclass called
AbstractController with different levels of subclasses. And suppose
that “Controller” is a keyword corresponding to the Controller predefined design role (Step 1). All direct or indirect subclasses of
AbstractController would have the Controller design role assign
to them. When there is no keyword matching with the name of
the superclass, the second possibility holds: our heuristic creates a
new design role (non-predefined) named after the superclass and
associates it to its subclasses. Considering the same example, this
step would create an AbstractController design role. This step does
not consider Java platform classes as superclasses.
Step 4: Assigning design roles by means of implemented
interfaces: Again this step applies only for classes without a design
role assigned to them in the previous steps. It considers that classes
implementing the same set of interfaces should be grouped in
the same design role, as each possible set of interfaces can assign
different responsibilities to a class. Again, there are two possibilities.
First, if the name of at least one of the interfaces contains a keyword
that corresponds to a predefined design role (Step 1), then the predefined design role is assigned to the all classes implementing the set
of interfaces. On the other hand, if there is no keyword matching
with the name of any interface, this step creates a new design role
and names it by using the names of the implemented interfaces
separated by comma and bounded by square brackets. For instance,
this step assigns the design role named [IRepository, Comparable]
to classes that implement IRepository and Comparable.
Step 5: Assigning the Entity design role: When the previous
steps fail to identify a class’ design role, this step applies. It assign
the Entity design role to classes that has non-static attributes and
has at least 90% of its methods starting with “get” or “set”. These
classes are responsible to encapsulate business model, including
rules, data, relationships, and sometimes persistence behavior. This
percentage can also be adjusted according to the evaluated system.
Step 6: Assigning the Undefined design role: When all previous steps fail to define a class’ design role, the heuristic assigns
to it a general design role called Undefined. This step is performed
when the class does not contain any structural elements that allows
the heuristic to associate other design role to it. For instance, the
Undefined design role is usually assigned to utility classes because
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they generally do not use structural elements like inheritance or annotations. In fact, classes with the Undefined design role are classes
our heuristic was not able to cover. In Section 7 we discuss how our
heuristic increases the number of covered classes in comparison to
previous works. We also make some suggestions for future works
that might reduce the number of Undefined classes.
To support the proposed heuristic we developed a tool called
DesignRoleMiner8 , also available in our website. The tool extends
the MetricMiner tool [47]. It mines project versions on GitHub
to identify the design roles of their classes. In addition, our tool
calculates the metrics used in our study, which are described in the
next section.
We carried out a preliminary evaluation of the heuristic and tool.
This evaluation involved five developers and five governmental
Web systems of a Secretary of State Treasury. Due to confidentiality
reasons we did not make the data obtained from these systems
available in our website. We selected this organization for convenience because one of the authors of this research had already
worked on it. We invited all 40 developers of the organization to
take part on the evaluation. Five of them accepted the invitation.
They have at least 12 years of experience as software developers
and 10 years working with Java. In addition, each of them is the
most experienced and leading developer of one of the five systems.
They have been leading maintenance and evolution tasks concerning the design of the systems for at least 5 years. Each developer
evaluated the results of the heuristic for only one system, the one
he leaded. Here we call the systems as S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5. They
have 47, 70, 99, 181 and 808 classes respectively.
Each developer received a worksheet with the design role identification results generated by DesignRoleMiner. Each row of the
worksheet included: class name, the design role the heuristic assigned to the class, and a field for the developer to answer if he
agreed or not with the assignment. Each developer did that for all
classes of the system, except for classes the heuristic classified as
Undefined. They took between 30 to 120 minutes to finish it. The
number of classes of each system influenced the time each developer spent to conduct the analysis. For instance, the analysis of
S5, which is the largest system, required the longest period of time.
During the evaluation, the developers had access to the source code
of the system. They went to check the source code of some classes
but they did not find it necessary for every class.
The developers agreed with the design role the heuristic assign
to 1039 classes, which represents 86.2% of the total number of
classes (1205 classes). On the other hand, according to them, the
heuristic failed only for 15 classes (1.2%). The other 12.5% of the
classes (151 classes) received the Undefined design role. Figure
1 shows the results per system. All the 15 misclassified classes
belong to the system S5. Some misclassification occurred due to
programmer mistakes on the use of the enterprise architecture. For
instance, some classes were misclassified because they extended a
class responsible to define the application constants. Programmers
use this approach, which is not recommended, as a shortcut to
access constants. Other errors could be avoided with adjustments
in the table of keywords.

8 https://github.com/marcosdosea/DesignRoleMiner
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Figure 1: Evaluation of the Proposed Design Roles by System

The design roles assigned to the highest number of classes
were: Transaction (67.14%), Persistence (4.23%), Entity (5.98%), BackgroundProcess (3.40%) and Abas (2,07%). Transaction is an implementation of the Command design pattern [21], in which each
action provided by the system is implemented in a class. This explains the high number of Transaction classes. Most of the classes
with the Undefined design role are concerned with the application business logic. In fact, these classes did not use annotations,
inheritance or implement interfaces.
Although we need to perform a broader study to generalize
these results, we know that the structural mechanisms used by the
proposed heuristic are widely used by systems based on reference
architectures. We also tried to perform similar study with the 15
open source systems selected for our study on metric distributions.
We sent the results obtained with the heuristic to four active developers of each system (60 requests). We sent two e-mails for each
selected developer containing a short message explaining the purpose of the research and a form listing the design roles assigned to
each class. However, after 90 days, only two developers replied us
promising to answer the survey but we did not get any response.
For this reason, we restricted this initial evaluation of the heuristic
to the five governmental systems. However, we were not allowed
to use them in our metric distribution study due to confidentiality
reasons.

4

STUDY SETTINGS

The main goal of this study is to evaluate the impact of fine-grained
design decisions over distribution of metric values in systems of
the following domains: Web, Android and Eclipse Plugins. A high
impact may suggest that we should not overlook fine-grained design
decisions when building metric-based benchmarks for assessing
source code quality. For this purpose, we conceived the following
research questions (RQs) to guide our study.
RQ1 Is there a significant difference in the distribution of metric
values of different design roles in the same system
RQ2 Is there a significant difference in the distribution of metric
values of the same design role across different systems of the
same domain?
RQ3 Is there a significant difference among metric distributions
of the same design role across different releases of the same
system?
Through RQ1, we aim to investigate whether design role is a
design decision that affects metric distributions. With RQ2, our goal
is to evaluate whether other design decisions, besides design roles,
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also influence the distribution of metrics values. Finally, through
RQ3, we aimed to verify whether there are decisions along the
releases of each system that change the design in a way that significantly impact metrics values. The goal with RQ3 is also verifying
whether previous stable releases of the same system would be good
candidates to compose benchmarks. In some cases, modules of a
previous version, implemented or reviewed by a senior and experienced developer, for instance, may be the only source of design
decisions developers consider that fit to their context. To answer
these research questions we designed a study composed of three
major steps described in the following subsections.

4.1

Selecting Target Systems

Firstly, we searched on GitHub and selected fifteen real-world
systems developed in Java from three distinct domains: (i) Web
Applications; (ii) Mobile Applications for Android platform; and
(iii) Eclipse plugins. We chose three distinct domains implemented
in the same language (Java) because application domain and programming language are recognized factors that impacts the distribution of metrics [53]. The authors’ experience and knowledge on
the selected domains was also a requirement to allow the manual
analysis of the code planned for our empirical study. Moreover,
the selected domains are popular in the software development industry9 (mainly the first two) and follow well-defined reference
architectures [36], which is an essential requirement to apply the
heuristic proposed in Section 3.
To select the systems from GitHub we used the following search
strings: “Eclipse plugin language:java”, “android language:java” and
“Web language:java”. We ordered the resulting lists according to
the number of repository forks. The goal was to select systems
with as many contributions as possible. Additionally, we excluded
frameworks, libraries, and systems not updated since January 2016.
Frameworks and libraries are out of scope of our study because
they usually follow very particular design decisions seldom shared
with other systems. We also excluded systems with no release
available because of RQ3. In order to select widely used Android
applications, we also only considered systems with at least 1,000
reviewers and 1,000 downloads. This information is only available
for Android applications at Google Play store. Then, we selected
the first five systems from the resulting list of each domain. The
sample corresponded to approximately 5% of the resulting list of
each domain.
Table 2 summarizes the main characteristics of the fifteen selected systems. The #classes and #methods columns show the number of classes and methods in each system. The selected systems
have between 12 and 282 thousand lines of code (#LOC column)
and 08 and 224 contributors contributors (#contributors column).
The #releases column shows the number of stable releases available
in each system. The last column shows the commit date corresponding to the source code we used in our study. Finally, the #design
roles column shows the number of design roles identified by our
heuristic (Section 3). For instance, SMS Backup+ system has six
predefined design roles (eg. Activity and Persistence), three nonpredefined design roles (eg. BroadCastReceiver) and the Undefined
design role, totaling 10 design roles.
9 https://octoverse.github.com/
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Design roles are usually domain-specific. For instance, Activity
is a design role typically found only in Android applications. Some
design roles are typically found in all systems of a domain. For
instance, Fragment and Service are common in Android applications.
However, each system is a unique design solution and normally
has some particular design roles. For instance, Exoplayer has the
Buffer and SimpleDecoder design roles for manipulation of audio
files. These design roles are hardly found in other Android systems.
This situation illustrates why the number of design roles are distinct
even among applications of the same domain.
Compared to previous works (see Section 7), our heuristic improved the number of covered classes, i.e. classes the heuristic was
able to assign a design role different of the Undefined one. In fact, our
heuristic works better for systems whose classes are structurally
bound to a reference architecture. The higher is the number of
classes structurally bound to the reference architecture, the smaller
is the number of classes associated to the Undefined design role.
This is the reason for the differences on the number of Undefined
classes among the systems. For example, the Qalingo system has
only 5.6% of its classes associated with the Undefined design role.
However, the SMSBackup system has 40.5% of its classes as Undefined. In Section 7, we detailed our plan to conduct future studies
to further reduce the number of classes assigned to the Undefined
design role.

4.2

Design Role Identification and Metric
Computation

In this step, we used our heuristic (Section 3) for identifying and
automatically assigning a design role to each class of the fifteen
systems. We used the DesignRoleMiner to do that as well as to
compute method-level metrics. It is important to highlight that
classes are grouped by design roles. As a consequence, methods
are grouped by their classes’ design roles. Therefore, each design
role constitutes a sample of method-level metric values. Our study
considered the following four metrics:
• McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) [35]: It counts
number of branching points of each method.
• Number of Method Parameters (NMP) [20]: It counts
the number of parameters of each method.
• Lines of Code (LOC) [30]: It counts the number of executable statements of each method, excluding comments and
blank lines.
• Efferent Coupling (EC) [34]: It counts the number of classes
from which each method calls methods or accesses attributes.
We selected these method-level metrics because we can manually
compute them without tool support. This criterion is essential for
conducting the manual analysis planned for our study and identifying the factors that impact on the distribution of metrics. Also, these
metrics are available in many tools [38] and have been successfully
used for fault-proneness prediction[5, 12, 24], for instance.

4.3

Comparing Distributions of Metric Values

In this step, we compare the distribution of values of each metric
according to the following configuration: (i) to answer RQ1, we
compare different design roles within each system, (ii) to answer
RQ2, we compare the same design role across different systems,
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and (iii) to answer RQ3, we compare the same design role across
releases of each system.
To do that, we initially apply the Kruskal-Wallis test [45] using
the 5% significance level (i.e. p-value < 0.05). Kruskal-Wallis is a
non-parametric statistical test used to evaluate whether three or
more samples have similar distribution of values. When the null
hypothesis is rejected, the test indicates that at least one of the
samples has distribution of values different to the others. However,
it does not indicate what is that sample.
Therefore, if Kruskal-Wallis test rejects the null hypothesis, we
additionally apply a multiple comparison procedure to identify pairs
of samples with significant differences using the Mann-Whitney
U test with 5% confident level and Bonferroni correction [32]. The
result of this procedure is a table ordered according to the distance
between samples. In this way, the first and the last rows of the table
contain the most distant samples.
Finally we apply Cliff’s δ [15] to quantify the importance of the
difference between distribution values of pairs of samples. To avoid
excessive comparisons, we only compare the most distant samples.
This is enough to verify whether there are at least two groups of
methods that has distinct distribution of metric values. We use
Romano et al. [41] approach to interpret the effect size based on
Cliff’s δ . Supposing δ as effect size, ranging from -1 to 1, | δ |<0.147
means negligible effect, | δ |<0.33 means small effect, | δ |<0.474
means medium effect, and | δ |>=0.474 means large effect. Cohen
[16] states that a small effect size is noticeably smaller than medium
but not so small as to be trivial, a medium effect size represents
an effect likely to be visible to the naked eye of a careful observer,
while large effect is noticeably larger than medium.
Therefore, we decided to use small, medium and large effect
sizes to consider that two samples of methods should be manually
analyzed. Effect sizes must be judged according to the context and
even small effects might be of practical importance [28].

5

RESULTS

In this section, we report and discuss the main findings of our study
guided by each research question.
RQ1: Is there a significant difference in the distribution of metric
values of different design roles in the same system?
Motivation: If design roles affect the distribution of metric
values, we should consider taking them into account when building
metric-based benchmarks.
Method: To examine the overall impact of design roles on each
metric and system, we test the following null hypothesis.
H 01 : there is no difference in the distributions of metric values
among all design roles in the same system.
For each system, we execute the steps described in Section 4.3
four times, one for each metric. If, using Cliff’s δ , we find a large,
medium or small difference between the most distant design roles,
this means that, for the analyzed system and metric, there are at
least two design roles with significantly different metric distributions. So, we can answer “yes” to RQ1. Our website provides R
scripts for replication purposes.
Findings: All 60 executions of the Kruskal-Wallis test (four
metrics times fifteen systems) reject the null hypothesis (H 01 ). This
means that at least one design role has distribution of values distinct
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Table 2: Target Systems Summary
Domain

Android Applications

Eclipse Plugins

Web Applications

System
Bitcoin Wallet
Exoplayer
K-9 Mail
SMS Backup+
Talon for Twitter
Activiti-Designer
AngularJS Eclipse Plugin
Arduino IDE for Eclipse
Drools and jBPM
SonarLint Eclipse Plugins
BigBlueButton
OpenMRS
Heritrix
Qalingo
LibrePlan

Description
Bitcoin payment system
Media player
Email client
SMS backup tool
Twitter client
BPMN editor
Editor to AngularJS
IDE for Arduino hardware
IDE for Drools and jBPM
Feedback about quality issues.
Conferencing system for on-line learning
Patient-based medical record system
Portal for web-crawling
E-commerce system
Project management tool

Figure 2: Distributions of Metrics of K-9 Mail System

from the others. In addition, when comparing the two most distant
pairs of design roles, we obtained Cliff’s δ corresponding to large
effect size for 57 of the 60 combinations of metrics and systems
(95%). For the other 3 combinations (5%), we obtained Cliff’s δ
corresponding to medium effect size. These results mean that for
all systems and metrics there are significant differences between
the distributions of metric values of at least two design roles.
Most of the design roles compared with Cliff’s δ comprise more
than 15 methods. Therefore, we consider them as representative.
For the Android application domain, 85% of the design roles taken
into account have from 15 to 958 methods. For the Web application
domain, 84.6% have between 25 to 4088 methods. Finally, for the
Eclipse Plugin domain, 79.1% have from 15 and 223 methods.
Figure 2 illustrates some differences between the distributions
of values of design roles from the K-9 Mail Android application. It
shows four graphs with three box plots each. Each graph is about
one of the four metrics. The box plots on the ends of each graph
correspond to design roles with distribution largely different from
each other (large effect size). The box plot on the middle shows
the distribution of values of a design role with medium or small
difference to the other two (medium or small effect size.)

#classes
111
429
488
118
312
704
106
124
796
200
1537
1066
567
956
1541

#methods
1407
4532
6913
921
3391
3768
653
1180
6936
1178
11377
12195
4950
13836
23278

#LOC
25K
84K
109K
12K
83K
74K
12K
24K
107K
18K
176K
210K
90K
147K
282K

#releases
138
63
344
78
1
19
19
5
76
45
20
115
2
4
32

#contributors
21
41
150
39
8
11
10
25
43
12
65
224
22
9
28

#design roles
9
27
23
10
12
51
14
12
54
20
56
37
34
18
35

#Commit Date
2016-10-07
2016-10-06
2016-04-13
2016-07-08
2016-04-03
2016-08-18
2016-07-03
2016-04-04
2016-12-09
2016-12-12
2016-10-18
2016-10-12
2016-07-21
2016-09-25
2016-11-09

Regarding the LOC metric, Figure 2 shows BodyPart, Persistence
and AsyncTask design roles. BodyPart involves methods ranging
from 3 to 6 lines of code. Entity and Exception are other design
roles (not shown in Figure 2) with similar distributions. In fact,
methods from these design roles have a low number of lines of
code because they are usually only responsible for encapsulating
data. In the Persistence and AsynkTask design roles, methods have
maximum value of 21 and 53 lines of code, respectively. In fact,
classes assigned to AsynkTask are responsible for more complex
tasks, such as automatically updating mail folders.
Figure 2 shows the Entity, Fragment and Transport design roles
to illustrate differences regarding the CC metric. These three design
roles present, respectively, 3, 6 and 11 as CC maximum value. In fact,
implementing domain entities (Entity design role) is quite simpler
than implementing message transport following security protocols
(Transport design role). Using the same threshold for assessing
methods of both design roles might lead to false negatives or false
positives.
Regarding the efferent coupling metric, the maximum values
obtained for the three design roles shown in Figure 2 are 4, 7, 14,
respectively. Methods associated to the Notification design role have
higher efferent coupling because they call other parts of the mobile
device to notify changes in the email box state. Finally, regarding
number of parameters, Figure 2 shows design roles with 0, 2 and
6 as maximum values. The methods associated to the Test design
role, for instance, have a very low number of parameters because
each method usually is responsible to test only one method. Methods associated with AsyncTask design role have more parameters
because they implement application business logic, which requires
more information as input parameters.
Another interesting point, is that we noticed a large number of
outliers in the Undefined design role. An outlier is an observation
that appears to deviate from other observations in a sample. This
finding is expected because, in fact, the Undefined design role ends
up accommodating classes for which our heuristic was not able to
identify a design role using syntactic structures. Classes associated
with Undefined design role are more likely to be developed following
distinct design decisions.
In summary, the significant differences we observed on metric
distributions of distinct design roles, allow us to answer RQ1 as
follows:
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Table 3: Cliff’s δ Interpretation

difference among the samples. Table 3 summarizes the Cliff’s δ
results. It shows, for each metric, the number of design roles per
effect size found. For instance, for the EC metric, we found large
effect size for nine design roles and medium effect size for eleven
design roles. The full table with individual results for each design
role and metric is available on our website. Then, we manually
analyzed the source code of all design roles for which we found
small, medium or large effect sizes. The goal was to find out which
design decisions contributed to the difference between the systems.
In the following subsection, we discuss the design decisions we
identified. In some cases, more than one of them contribute to the
difference regarding the same design role.
A. Used Libraries: We found the use of distinct libraries as one
design decision that makes metric distributions of the same design
role significantly different when comparing different systems. The
Persistence design role is a clear example of this. We identified the
use of distinct persistence mechanisms or libraries across systems of
the three domains. This affected the distributions of the metrics in
the three domains. In the Android application domain, for instance,
we found medium effect size for LOC and EC and large effect size
for NMP when comparing the Persistence design role of Bitcoin
Wallet and SMS Backup+. The Bitcoin Wallet application uses both
the ContentProvider Android native library and SQLiteDatabase to
share and persist data, respectively. We observed that 90% of the
Persistence methods in Bitcoin Wallet range from 3 to 29 lines of
code. On the other hand, the SMS Backup+ only uses native Android
libraries to open, read, and store SMS and MMS messages. This
mechanism is simpler because it does not use database libraries.
Then, we observed that 90% of the Persistence methods in SMS
Backup+ range from 2 to 11 lines of code. Another example of
the use of different libraries occurs with the Test design role. For
instance, we found medium effect size for LOC and EC metrics when
comparing the LibrePlan and BigBlueButton systems. The former
uses libraries for implementing integration test while the latter uses
libraries for unit testing. Implementing unit tests is usually simpler
than implementing integration tests.
B. Coding Style: We also identified coding style as a design
decision that affected the distribution of metric values. For instance,
we found medium effect size for the EC and LOC metrics when
comparing the Persistence design role of Qalingo and OpenMRS
Web applications. Both systems use the Hibernate framework to
implement persistence. However, developers of Qalingo decided
to use the Criteria mechanism, a type-safe way to express queries
in Hibernate. Although some methods in OpenMRS also use the
Criteria mechanism, most methods use Hibernate Query Language
(HQL), a non-type-safe way to express queries. Both mechanisms
are common in systems using Hibernate, but source code using
HQL usually needs fewer lines of code and uses fewer external
classes. These results complement the study of Higo et al. [25] that
reports the effect of coding style on the LOC metric.
C. Exception Handling, Logging and Debugging Code: We
also observed cases in which decisions related to Exception Handling, Logging or Debugging affected metric distributions. For
instance, we found medium effect size for the EC metric when comparing the Service design role of Bitcoin Wallet and SMS Backup+
Android applications. Methods in Bitcoin Wallet contain try-catch
blocks to handle exceptions, while most of SMS Backup+ methods

Effect
Large
Medium
Small
Negligible

LOC
02
12
16
02

CC
01
05
14
04

EC
09
11
09
03

NMP
09
05
10
03

Design roles affect the distribution of metric values. Therefore,
we should consider taking design roles into account when using
benchmarks for metric-based source code analysis.
RQ2: Is there a significant difference in the distribution of metric
values of the same design role across different systems of the same
domain?
Motivation: In RQ1, we found that design roles affect metric
distributions. However, can we group together classes of the same
design role but from different systems when building benchmarks?
Or do different systems have other design decisions for the same
design role that make metric distributions distinctive for different
systems?
Method: To address RQ2, we test the following null hypothesis.
H 02 : there is no difference among distributions of metric values of
the same design role across systems of the same domain.
For that, we only took into account design roles present in at
least two systems of the same domain. We restrict the comparison
among systems of the same domain, because systems of different
domains barely have design roles in common developed with similar
design decisions. We compared the distributions of the same design
role in different systems. For each design role, we execute the steps
described in Section 4.3 four times, one for each metric. If, using
Cliff’s δ , we find a large, medium or small difference between the
most distant systems, this means that, for that design role and
metric, there are at least two systems with significantly different
metric distributions. When this occurs, we manually investigate the
source code trying to identify if any design decision in particular is
responsible for that difference.
Findings: For Android applications, we evaluated 10 predefined design roles (eg. Activity and Service) and one non-predefined
(BroadcastReceiver). For the Eclipse plugins domain, we considered
nine predefined design roles (eg. Dialog and View) and nine nonpredefined (eg. Plugin and AbstractHandler). Finally, for the Web
application domain, we analyzed 11 predefined design roles (eg.
View and Persistence) and five non-predefined (eg. Validator and
DispatcherServlet). Also, we examined the Undefined design roles
for the three domains. In total, we analyzed 46 design roles (the
Undefined design role counts three times, one for each domain).
Some design roles are present on all five systems of the domain.
For instance, this is the case of the Activity and Persistence design
roles in the Android domain. Other design roles are present in some
of the systems. For example, BroadCastReceiver is present in only
three systems of the Android domain.
For each design role, we executed the statistical tests four times,
one for each metric, totaling 192 tests (48 times 4). The null hypothesis (H 02 ) was rejected in 115 of the 192 tests. For these cases, we
applied the multiple comparison procedure and the Cliff’s δ to quantify the size of the difference between the two systems with highest
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throw exceptions rather than handle them. The efferent coupling is
higher in Bitcoin Wallet methods due to references to other classes
within catch blocks.
Regarding Logging and Debugging, we found significant differences of EC and LOC when comparing the Service design role of
K-9 Mail and SMS Backup+. This occurs due to code snippets used
to log actions when the application is executed in debug mode.
This is a common mechanism developers use to debug Android
applications. However, in K-9 Mail developers placed this logging
code in Service methods, while SMS Backup+ developers placed it
in methods related to the Activity design role, causing differences
on metric distributions.
In summary, the significant differences we observed on metric
distributions when comparing design roles common to different
systems, allow us to answer RQ2 as follows:
Design decisions related to a design role may make metric
distributions for this design role different in distinct systems.
Therefore, we should be aware of other design decisions, not
only design roles, when building benchmarks for metric-based
source code analysis.
RQ3: Is there a significant difference among metric distributions
of the same design role across different releases of the same system?
Motivation: In RQ2, we found that different systems may have
different metric distributions for the same design role due to different
design decisions. This means that only considering design roles to
group classes when building or using benchmarks with different
systems may not be enough to have accurate metric-based source
code analysis.
A possible alternative is to use previous system releases as a
benchmark. Evidently, the idea is to use well designed releases or
releases that underwent source code quality review. Following this
idea, it is important to investigate if there are design decisions along
system releases that change the design in a way that significantly
affect metric values.
Method: To address RQ3, we test the following null hypothesis.
H 03 : there is no difference on the distribution of metric values of
the same design role across different releases of the same system.
For that, we decided to compare the release considered in the
investigation of RQ1 and RQ2 with the three most recent preceding
releases. We did that for each system. We did not make an exhaustive analysis of all releases because very old releases are likely
to be very different from recent ones. All releases we used in our
study are available on our website. We also decided to only consider
design roles with variation on the number of lines of code higher
than 1% between at least two of the analyzed releases. Variations
smaller than 1% of LOC hardly imply differences on the distribution
of metric values. Finally, for each design role, we executed the steps
described in Section 4.3 four times, one for each metric. If, using
Cliff’s δ , we find a large, medium or small difference between the
most distant releases, this means that, for that design role and metric, there are at least two releases with significantly different metric
distributions. In this case, we manually investigate the source code
to identify the reasons behind the difference.
Findings: For the Android application domain, we evaluated
36 design roles. Thus, considering the four studied metrics, we
executed 144 Kruskal-Wallis tests (36 times 4). The null hypothesis
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(H 03 ) was only rejected in 11 tests. For these 11 pairs of design role
and metric, we performed the multiple comparison procedure and
calculated the effect size between the most distant releases. The
effect size was negligible in 10 tests. Only EC metric for the Persistence design role presented small effect size. The reason was that
the persistence mechanism underwent some refactoring changes
along the releases, such as the extract class refactoring.
For the Eclipse Plugins, we evaluated 51 design roles. We performed 204 Kruskal-Wallis tests (51 times 4), one for each metric.
The null hypothesis H 03 was only rejected in 7 tests. Then, we
obtained negligible effect size for five of these seven pairs of design
role and metric. Only two of them presented small effect size. This
occurred for the Trackable design role in Sonarlint and the LOC
metric due to some simpler classes created from one release to
the other within this design role. Similar reason affected the NOP
metric for the Undefined design role. Some new simpler methods
were also created and associated to this design role.
Finally, for Web Applications, we evaluated 59 design roles and
executed the Kruskal-Wallis test for each metric, totaling 236 tests
(59 times 4). The null hypothesis H 03 was only rejected in 31 tests.
We calculated the effect size using Cliff’s δ and found six cases with
small effect size and four cases with medium effect size. Three cases
of small effect size involved the LOC, CC and EC metrics and the
Entity design role in the OpenMRS system. The differences occurred
because the developers decided to exchange the library for generating reports. The other three cases of small effect size involved
LOC, CC and EC and the View design role in the OpenMRS system.
In this case, the developers also decided to use a simpler library
for implementing entity searches. Cases of medium effect size also
occurred due to changes of libraries. For instance, developers of
BigBlueButton modified the MessageHandler design role to change
the message handling mechanism, which affects the distribution of
EC from one release to the other. Also, developers of the Libreplan
system decided to use a different library to deal with time, which
affects the distribution of NOP of the TimeTrackerState design role.
In summary, we only observed very few cases of significant
differences on metric distributions when comparing design roles
across different releases. This allow us to answer RQ3 as follows:
Differences on the distribution of metrics across different stable
releases may not be frequent. Therefore, we should consider taking previous releases into account when building benchmarks
for metric-based source code analysis.

6

THREATS TO VALIDITY

This section discusses the threats to validity of our study following
common guidelines [29].
Internal validity. There might be a threat associated with the
correctness of the tool we used to calculate metrics and identify
design roles. DesignRoleMiner extends the MetricMiner tool [47],
which was already used in other studies [4, 42]. Also, we manually
checked many metric values and identified design roles. Moreover,
we evaluated our tool and heuristic for design role identification
by means of a study with developers and Web-based governmental
systems, as described in Section 3. Other possible threat is that
some classes may accommodate more than one design role, but
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we assign only the most prominent design role according to our
proposed heuristic. Although this overlapping of responsibilities
is not considered adequate in object-oriented systems [11], future
studies could assess the impact of having classes with multiple
design roles and their effect on metric distribution.
Construction validity. There is a possible threat related to metrics
we selected for our study. The selected method-level metrics cover
important aspects of source code quality and are widely used for
software fault prediction [14, 22]. Errors in calculating metrics
may also occur [2]. However, these errors are usually small and to
minimize these interferences we use the Kruskal-Wallis and Cliff’s
δ statistical tests.
External validity. Some of the findings might be specific to the
selected software systems and domains assessed. To minimize this
bias, we discussed in Section 4.1 some well-defined and replicable
criteria for selecting representative systems in each application
domain. Although other domains use similar mechanisms to implement the architecture, we still intend to extend this investigation
other systems and domains. We also do not claim that the design
decisions considered in this study are the only design decisions that
impact metric distributions. However, they were the most evident
in the systems involved in our study. Future studies with other
systems may evidence new design decisions impacting on the distribution of metric values. So, although we are restricted to the
systems and domains analyzed, this is an important step toward
improving the accuracy of metric-based assessment of source code.

7

RELATED WORK

Some studies have assessed the effect of coarse-grained design decisions on the distribution of software metrics. Zhang et al. [53]
discuss that distribution of metric values depends greatly on the
context of the project. They found six context factors that affect the
distribution of at least 20 metrics. Programming language, application domain, and lifespan are three most important factors impacting over distribution values of 80% of the metrics. Therefore, our
work complements it as we found fine-grained design decisions
that also influence the distribution of metric values.
Aniche et al. [3] show that architectural roles affect the distribution of metric values. For example, a class playing the architectural
role Controller, in an MVC-based system, has a different distribution
of metric values from other architectural roles. However, they were
able to identify and associate architectural roles to only 17.5% of the
classes in MVC-based systems and 10.5% of the classes in Android
applications. Consequently, metric-based assessments following
such approach would disregard the design roles played by the rest
of the classes. We deepen this discussion by showing that other
design decisions also impact on metrics. We propose a heuristic
that could correctly identify the class design role of 86.2% of the
1039 analyzed classes from five governmental systems. Considering
the 15 selected systems used in our study, our heuristic was able
to propose design role to 62.1% from Android classes, 73.5% for
Eclipse classes and 77.2% for Web Classes. Therefore, the Undefined
design role was assigned to 37.9% from Android classes, 26.5% for
Eclipse classes and 22.8% for Web ones. As future work, we plan to
investigate whether integrating other techniques, such as concern
mining [49], to our heuristic improves the coverage and accuracy
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of design role identification. Additionally, we identified that others
design decisions also affect the distribution of metric values.
Budi et al. [13] propose a classification framework using a machine learning technique that predicts a stereotype for each class.
The heuristic identifies three class stereotypes (Entity, Control,
and Boundary) introduced as an extension to the standard UML
[43]. Dragan et al. [17] extends this set of class stereotypes to C++
systems. The approach uses patterns of the method stereotype distributions at the class level. Both approaches propose predefined
stereotypes used in the analysis phase. Our approach to identify the
design role played by classes could be used to define stereotypes
focused on the design and implementation phases. We propose to
use the class hierarchy and a customizable token-based method that
is not limited to a predefined set of design roles. In the future, we
plan to assess whether the stereotypes benefits, related to program
comprehension, design recovery, and identification of code smells
could be obtained with the design role information.

8

CONCLUSION

We performed an empirical study to assess whether fine-grained
design decisions affect the distribution of four method-level metrics.
Our analysis was driven by the concept of design role. We consider
design role itself as a design decision in the sense that the developer decide to assign a responsibility to a class in the context of a
reference architecture. To support our study, we defined a heuristic
to automatically identify the design role played by the classes of a
system. The study involved fifteen real-world systems, from three
different domains. The results and their implications for research
and practice can be summarized as follow.
Design roles impact the distribution of metrics. Initially, our results
showed that design roles affected the distribution of metrics (RQ1).
A potential implication of this is that future researches should propose and evaluate metric-based analysis methods that take design
roles into account. In fact, the major reason for the occurrence of
false positive and negatives on smell detection methods is the lack
of context for metric thresholds[44]. Design roles might be considered to define this context. For instance, methods that use system
benchmarks to calculate metric thresholds could derive thresholds
according to design roles.
Fine-grained design decisions impact the distribution of metrics.
Our results also showed that, due to different design decisions (for
instance, coding style or used libraries) the same design role might
have different metric distributions on different systems (RQ2). A
potential implication of this is that we should select systems with
similar design decisions when building benchmarks for metricbased source code analysis. In addition, our results showed that
differences on metric distributions across different releases were
not frequent (RQ3). A practical implication of this is that companies
should consider building their benchmarks from system releases
that underwent design quality reviews.
In this context, as future work, we plan to investigate if deriving
thresholds based on design roles and previous releases would improve the accuracy for detecting source code elements with design
problems. Also, we suggest extending this study with more systems,
programming languages, metrics and domains.
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